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News Release: Visible® enables T-Mobile (US) to track supply chain Metadata.
BOSTON, MA - June 30, 2013 – Visible enables T-Mobile (US) to identify supply chain metadata from its
vast array of Supply Chain Operations (SCOPS). Utilizing the Visible Analyst Enterprise Edition, T-Mobile (US)
was able to create over 300 entities, approximately 5,000 data elements and numerous stored procedures
directly from various sources within SCOPS. With Visible’s integrated repository, T-Mobile (US) is able to easily
cross reference modules, procedures, artifacts and various elements within the SCOPS architecture.
"One of the greatest challenges any organization faces, and is more acute the larger the organization, is
storing and cataloging knowledge that can be found and used by anyone. Visible provides a particularly
elegant solution for the knowledge domain of metadata and systems analysis and design documentation.
Utilizing our extensible repository, you are able to track every object that is stored in the repository including:
where it is coming from, where it is going, where it is used, what it is associated with, etc. thereby managing
your meta-data at the local level, project level or organizational level.” said Michael Cesino, President and CEO.
BENEFITS:
Extensible Repository: A powerful and flexible repository enables you to add new attributes, objects, and
relationships to the repository ensuring your ability to document any aspect of your data and business. You
can extend the definition of standard repository objects giving you the power to define your own corporate
metadata.
Managing Enterprise Projects: Local to Global: The capability allows for multiple divisions to keep an
enterprise project and multiple projects and subprojects synchronized. Supports concurrent user access,
simultaneous update, and file/record locking. Supports groups of users; synchronizing changes among groups
of users
If interested, please contact Sales at sales@visible.com or Michael Cesino directly at mcesino@visible.com. For
a pre-recorded demo go to http://www.visible.com/Videos/how_to_videos/ShowVideo.htm?f=eMPl89CX55w
About T-Mobile (US):
T-Mobile US, Inc. is a wireless network operator in the United States and the German telecommunications
company Deutsche Telekom (DT) is a majority shareholder, through its holding company, T-Mobile
International AG. T-Mobile US provides wireless voice, messaging, and data services in the United States,
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands under the T-Mobile, MetroPCS and GoSmart Mobile brands. Its
headquarters are located in Bellevue, Washington.
About Visible Systems Corporation:
Visible Systems Corporation is a leading supplier of integrated modeling tools and solutions for enterprise
applications, information management and business process re-engineering. For more than 25 years, Visible
has been dedicated to providing businesses with model-based solutions and services in conjunction with
consulting, education, and support around the world. For more information on Visible, please
visit: www.visible.com.
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